SmartDrive for

Oil & gas

Fleets

PROTECT YOUR OPERATORS AND YOUR FLEET.
Designed for the most discerning company, the SmartDrive® video-based
safety program gives oil and gas fleets unprecedented safety performance
insights and analysis—increasing productivity, while helping to save lives,
expenses and fuel. Our video analysis, transportation intelligence and
personalized performance program helps fleets improve driving skills,
reduce collisions, ensure compliance and lower operational costs.

Transform Your Fleet’s Performance with Video Insight
Eliminate risky driving and working behaviors that lead to collisions and
workplace injuries, and drives up costs with a video-based safety program
that is as powerful as it is easy-to-use. You save time and deliver more
effective operator coaching. Your fleet reduces collision frequency and
workplace injuries, and exonerating operators when they’re not at fault ultimately, bringing operators home safely.

360° of Safety
With safer operators, fleets reduce fuel, maintenance and insurance
costs— along with workers comp and false claims—resulting in dollars
dropping to your bottom line. Our SmartDrive 360 solution gives you
insight into risky driving maneuvers and non-compliance to safe workplace
practices, providing an unprecedented level of coverage and complete
visibility to risk behind the wheel and outside the vehicle.

Innovative Platform
As the only video-based safety solution with flexible camera options, the
SmartDrive program is the only solution that provides an open platform
that protects your investment for the long term. In addition, it integrates
with active safety systems, specialty equipment, additional cameras and
the ECU to capture a comprehensive view of risk.
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SmartDrive video-based safety solution reinforces safety policies and compliance with regulations.

Managed Services Save You Time
Though a dash cam might capture a collision, this action
alone doesn’t identify the contributing factors or prevent
future collisions. That’s why SmartDrive offers a fully
managed service, alleviating fleet managers from the
tedious tasks of reviewing video footage and analyzing
data, while offering a consistent and unbiased insight into
risk. As a result, fleets maximize the value of their video
safety investment and operators benefit from a program
they can trust.
In addition, a managed service delivers analyzed video
that accurately measures an operator’s exposure to risk.
As a result, fleet managers can quickly identify which
operators are more likely to be involved in an incident and
can allocate time for coaching appropriately.

their skills and providing insightful awareness for ongoing
training. Integrating with multiple cameras, the SmartDrive
program helps oil and gas fleets improve safety, minimize
incidents and reduce costs.
SmartDrive Extended Recording provides oil and
gas fleets with continuous video recording capabilities,
providing fleets with insights into pre- and post-incident
results; supporting investigations; and providing additional
insights of on-site situations. When something happens,
additional video provides critical answers to what led
up to the incident, what happened afterwards and why
the incident happened at the site. Oil and gas fleets get
critical information to help them properly address incidents
and minimize future occurrences.

Results

Innovative Platform
SmartDrive Solutions integrate with third-party cameras,
giving fleets greater insights from multiple points of
view. Video from multiple angles enables fleets to fully
comprehend what was happening in the cab and what
was happening around the vehicle when an incident
occurred. That complete picture adds valuable context for
reconstructing incidents, coaching operators to improve
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